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1. Introduction
This paper deals with compact complex solvmanifolds. Our main purpose
is to generalize the theory on the divisor group of a complex torus to these
manifolds. By a solvmanifold we mean a homogeneous space of solvable Lie
group. Let G be a simply connected complex solvable Lie group and Γ be a
lattice of G, that is, a discrete subgroup of G such that G/Γ is compact. The
de Rham cohomology group and the Dolbeault cohomology group of a compact
complex manifold G/Γ play an important role in studying the divisor group of
a complex manifold G/Γ. The de Rham cohomology group of a compact
solvmanifold G/Γ has been discussed by Matsushima [7], Nomizu [10] and
Mostow [8].
Let M be a compact connected complex manifold and H%,?(M) denote the
Dolbeault cohomology group of M of type (p, q). Let g be a complex Lie
algebra and / be the canonical complex structure of g. Then gc=g+θg~, where
g±= \X<ΞQC\IX= itV^ΪX}. In section 2, we prove:
Theorem 1. Let G be a simply connected complex nilpotent Lie group and
Y be a lattice of G. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

where Hq(Q~) denotes the Lie algebra cohomology group of g~ and (g+)* denotes the
dual vector space of g+.
Let G be a simply connected complex solvable Lie group and Γ be a lattice
of G which has the following property:
(M) Ad(G) and Ad(T) have the same Zariskί closure in the group Aut(Qc).
This condition has been used by Mostow in his study of lattices of solvable
1) This work was presented to the Graduate School of the University of Notre Dame in
partial fulfillment of the requirement for the Ph. D. degree.
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Lie group [8]. Denote by [G, G] the commutator group of G and let π: G->
G/[G, G] be the projection. Then Γ Π [G, G] is a lattice of [G, G], so that π(Γ)
is a lattice of G/[G, G] and (G/Γ, π, (G/[G, G])/τr(Γ), [G, G]/([G, G] Π Γ)) is a
homlomorphic fiber bundle. Let T denote the complex torus (G/[G, G])/τr(Γ).
In section 3, we study Chern classes of holomorphic line bundles over these
compact complex solvmanifolds.
Let M and N be complex manifolds and φ: M-+Nbe a surjective holomorphic map. For a divisor D on N let φ*(-D) denote the divisor on M defined
by φάXβψc*)) for all x<=M. We call the divisor φ*(/>) on M the pull back of
the divisor D on N [15]. In section 4, we prove:
Theorem 2. Let G be a simply connected complex solvable Lie group and Γ
be a lattice of G. Assume that Γ satisfies the condition (M) and that H%',}(GJΓ)^
^(fl') canonically. Then, under the notation introduced above, for each positive
divisor D on G/Γ, there exists a positive divisor D on the complex torus T such that
the divisor D is the pull back of the divisor D on T by the projection π: G/Γ-^Γ,
i.e., D=π*D.
Note that our assumption in Theorem 2 is always satisfied if G is a simply
connected complex nilpotent Lie group and Γ is a lattice of G.
If M is a compact connected complex manifold, K(M) will denote the
field of all meromorphic functions on M.
Corollary.
phism

Under the condition of Theorem 2, there is a canonical isomor-

In particular, the transcendence degree of K(G/T) over C is not larger than the
complex dimension of the complex torus T.
The author would like to express his deep appreciation to Professor Yozo
Matsushima for his thoughtfull guidence and encouragement given during the
completion of this paper.

2. Dolbeault cohomology groups of compact complex nilmanifolds
Let M be a complex manifold and H%;?(M) denote the Dolbeault cohomology of M of type (p, q). Let G be a simply connected complex Lie group
and Γ be a uniform lattice of G. Let g denote the Lie algebra of all right
invariant vector fields on G, / denote the complex structure of g and g+ (resp. g~)
denote the vector space of the \/— 1 (resp. — \/ — 1) eigenvectors of / in the
complexification gc of g. We identify g+ to the Lie algebra of all right invariant
holomorphic vector fields on G and the dual space (g+)* to the space of all right
invariant holomorphic 1 -forms on G. Moreover we may identify an element of
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g+ (resp. (g+)*) to a holomorphic vector field (resp. a holomorphic 1-form) on
GjT. Let A*T*(G/r) be the/>-th exterior product bundle of the holomorphic
cotangent bundle Γ*(G/Γ) of G/Γ. Since G/Γ is a compact complex parallelisable manifold, the holomorphic vector bundle Λ/T*(G/Γ) on G/Γ is the trivial
vector bundle G/Γ X Λ^g"1")*. Thus we have an isomorphism
(2.1)

H&(GIT) « #2;,<(G/Γ)®Λ>(g+)* .

Theorem 1. Let G be a simply connected complex nilpotent Lie group and
Γ be a lattice of G. Then we have a canonical isomorphism

where H*(Q~) denoted the q-th Lie algebra cohomology of with the trivial representation p0: g~-»C.
We need some preparations to prove Theorem 1. Consider the descending
central series {C*(G)> of G, where C*(G)=[G, C*~l(G)] and C°(G)=G. Since
G is nilpotent, there is an integer m<=Nsuch that Cm(G)Φ(e) and Cm+l(G)=(e).
Let A denote the group Cm(G). Then A is contained in the center Z(G) of G.
Since G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and A is connected, A
is a simply connected closed Lie subgroup. Let Γ be a lattice of G. Then
A ΠΓ is a lattice of A ([11] p. 31 Corollary 1) and AT is closed in G ([11] p. 23
Theorem 1.13). Let TT: G-*G\A be the canonical map. Then π(T) is a lattice
of G/A. Since ^t/(^4 Π Γ) ^ ^4Γ/Γ is a complex torus, we have a holomorphic
principal fiber bundle (G/Γ, (G/^)/τr(Γ), *r, ^/(^ Π Γ)).
Let C°°(G, C) be the vector space of all complex valued C°°-functions on
G. Define the subspaces C and Cf of C°°(G, C) by
C = {/GΞC~(G, C)\f(g7)

=f(g)

for all

and
C'= {feC \ftga) =f(g)

for all a^A} .

For a right invariant vector field -XΓ^g and/eC°°(G, C), put

where a(t) is the one parameter subgroup corresponding to X. Then C°°(G, C)
is a g-module, and hence C and Cf are gc-submodules of C°°(G, C).
Let α be the Lie subalgebra of g corresponding to the complex Lie subgroup A of G. Then αc has the decomposition αc=α+φα~ with respect to the
complex structure /, and C and Cf are cΓ-modules. Let {^^(α', C), d\ (resp.
{A9 (or, Cf), d} denote the cochain complex of α~-module C(resρ. Cf) and
H*(a~y Q (resp. ί/*(α~, Cf)) denote the Lie algebra cohomology of cr-module
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C (resp. C").
by

Since cr is an ideal of g~, Ag(a~y C) (resp. A9(a~y C') is g--module

ly

.", Xg) = X(ω(Xly

-, £,))-Σ ω(^, -, [*, J?y], -, X,)

where J?eg-, ωe.4*(cr, C) (resp. ω<Ξ^*(cr, C7)) and Xly — ,;?,eα-. Moreover Lχ°d=d°Lχ for all jfeg-. Thus H*(a~, C) and tf*(cr, C") are g-modules.
Proposition 2.1.
Q~ -modules

7%£ inclusion map t,0: C'->C induces an isomorphism ι* of

This follows from Kodaira and Spencer [6] §2, but we shall give an elementary proof (cf. [11] VII §4).
Let {Xly •••, Xf} be a basis of α+ and {ω1? •••, ω/} be the dual basis. We
reagrd ωy (j= 1, •••,/) as the holomorphic invariant 1-forms on the complex
torus Af(AΓ\T).
Define an invariant hermitian metric h on A/(AΓ\T) by
h=Σ ωy ω y . Let Ω be the associated form of type (1, 1). Then

and — Ωl defines a Haar measure da on ^4/^4 ΠΓ.

We may assume that

— Ω7^! by changing the choice of a basis of α+ if necessary.
l\
and x^Gy let fx(a)=f(xa) for αe^4. Then we can define a gc-module homomorphism H: C-*C' by

Let yy=-~(JΓy+JPy) and yy+/-^^(^y-^.) for j = l , -,/.

Then
r

{Fj, •••, y2/} is a basis of α. Let {^, •••, ^2/} be its dual basis. Let A (α, C)
denote the vector space of all C- valued r-forms on A/ A (Ί Γ. Note that each
element ω^Ar(a, C) can be written uniquely as
ω=

Σ

feΛ

-Λ

where

A

...

For simplicity, let θκ=θkl/\~ /\θkr and fK=fkr~kr
"

f°r K=(kι, •••,&,)

Let Ap'g(a, C) denote the vector space of all C- valued forms of type (/>,
on A/ A Π Γ. Each element ω^Ap>g(ay C) can be written uniquely as
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where I=(ilt -,ip) (l^ι\< ...<^/), /=(;„ -,)„) (1 ^
C, ω/=ω,1 Λ •••Λωf> and wj=ωjl/\ •••/\csίt
Define operators </: ^4r(α, C)^4r+1(α, C) by

for ω=Σ/s:0Λ:<Ξ,4r(α, C), <ί': 4* (α, C)-^4ί+1 »(α, 0 by
./ζ

d'o> = Σ (Σ X j//7)«>*Λ ω/ Λ ω/
for ω=Σ///ω / Λω / e^* ί(α, C) and d": A* «(a, C^A'-^a, C) by
d"ω = Σ (Σ -X*//7KΛω,Λω/
/,J

*= 1

M

for ω=Σ///ω/Λω/e,4 (α, C). Then d*d^d'*d'=d"*d"=§.
Define <ω, ^>eCr for ω, ι?e^^(o, C) by

ω/\ *-η ,
where ω=Σ//7ω/Λω7, '?=Σ^/7ω/Λω/ and * is the operation defined by the
•ίfJ"

/»«Γ

natural orientation of A\Ά Π Γ and the metric h on A/ A Π Γ.
Let/<=C°°(G/24Γ, C) denote the function corresponding to/eC 7 . Define
a hermitian inner product ( , ) on Ap'*(a, C) by
(ω, η) = I

JG/AΓ

<ω, ηy(x)dx

where dx denotes an invariant measure on GjAΓ.
Define (ω,ι?) = 0 if ωGA* (a,Q, v <ΞA*''«'(ay C) for (p, q) Φ (/>', j).
Since ^4r(α, C)= Σ Ap'g(a, C), we have thus an hermitian inner product ( , )
r
P+9
on A (a, C).
~'
Now define the adjoint operators δ, δ', δ /x/ of d, dr, d" by δ= — *rf*, δ'=
— *d"*> δ"= — *df* respectively. We then have
(dω, η) = (ω, δ^)

for

(d'ω, η) = (ω, S'η)

for

(^ω, 77) = (ω, δ"?7)

for

ω<=Ar(a, C)

and

-η<=Ar+1(a, C) ,

ωe^ *(α, C) and i^e^^ ^α, C) ,
ωe=^*"(α, C) and ^e^i^+1(α, C) .

with respect to the hermidian inner product ( , ).
Define Laplacians Δ, Π', D" by
Δ = dS+Sd ,

Π' = d'S'+δ'd' , Π" = rf
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Then, by a direct computation we get

for cύ=^fκθK9 and

-

/

-

Q'ω = Q"ω = — ^ (Σ X -XΛ
ι,j >ι '

for ω=Σ/// ω /Λω / .
f

/x

Since jry3fy/=(F3+ *1+/)/ °r each/eC, we see Δ = Π'= Π
Since ^4 is abelian and simply connected, we may identify A (resp. the
lattice A Π Γ of A) with Euclidean space (IT, < ,» (resp. a lattice D in 72"). For
a fixed #eG and f^C,fx can be regarded as a function on the torus Rn/D.
Consider the Fourier expansion offx,
fx(d) =f(χa) = Σ CΛ(x) exp 2;
where D'= {a£ΞRn\<a9 dy^Z for any d^D} and CΛ(Λ;)=
_27ΓV/:=::T<«, ^X« for αeDx. Note that JBΓ(/)(Λ)=CO(Λ?)=(

J.-4/^nr

J yi/Λ n r

For yeα,/eC and ΛieG, we have

where a(t) is the one parameter subgroup corresponding to Y.
tained in the center of G,

f(xa) exp

f(xa)da.

Since A is con-

* exp
= |- 1 *-. { Σ Ca(x) exp 2πV=l«a, «>+<«, α(ί)»}

Since <Fy, FΛ>=—SyΛ for j, k= 1, •••, 2/, it follows that 4(Δ/)(ffα) =
97

*

7rV

α> where ||α||2-<α, ά>.

Define an operator G: C-+Cby
2

(2τr )
for Λ?eG and /eC. We can show that G(f)(xά)=G(f)(yb)
α, έe^ ([11] p. 118). Thus G(f)t=C~(G, C). We also have
for any γ e Γ. Hence, Cr(/) e C. It is obvious that

if Λ α^^ ό where
G(f)(xγ)=G(f)(x)
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J5Γ(/) = 0,

Therefore
for any

= H(f)+4GΔ(f)

Define #: ,4*"*(α, C)->^'*(α, C') and <?: ^'*(α, C)->^"(α, C) by
H(ω) = ^Σ H(fιj)ωf

ω

/\ωj

for

ω = Σ//7 /Λω/

Λ ω7

for

ω = Σ//7ω/ Λ ω/ .

and
£?(ω) = 2 G(ffj)ωI

Then we have
ω = £Γ(ω)+4GΔ(ω) - £Γ(ω)+4Δ£?(ω)
and

Obviously d'ΌH=dΌH=Q. Since ί

(Xy/)(Λ?α)έfa= f

(Xjf)(xa)da

=Q for y=l, -••, / and/^C, Hod"=H°d'=Q. By the definition of JHΓ, it is
obvious that *oH=H°*> so that S'ΌH=H°δ"=Q.
Let ^*(α, C)=Σ ^^'^(α, C).
Lemma 4.2. L^ί F: ^4*(α, C)^^^4*(α, C) ie an additive operator which
commutes with Q". Then F commutes with H and G. In particular, G commutes
with d" and 8".
Proof.

See [15] Chapter IV lemma 3.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Note that the cochain complex {A°'g(a, C), d"}
is exactely the cochain complex of cr-module C. The inclusion map *0: C?-+C
induces a cochain map i f : A*(a~, C/)-^^4*(α~, C). In particular, the following
diagram commutes
/*

α, C).
Since d"(ω)=Q for any ω<EΞA°'«(a, C'\ Hq(a~, C/)=^°'g(α, Cr).
Let #: Hg(a~, C_/)^Hq(a~, C) denote the map induced from the cochain
map 4 s : ^*(α', C')-^4*(cr, C). Since H°d"=d"°H, H: A°«(a, C)->^0'^(α, C7)
induces a linear map H: Hq(a~, C)-*Hq(ar^C').
We claim that $°H=id and H°$=id. By definition ^"0^^] = [ω] for
[ω] GΞff «(er, C7)- Since ω - JJ(ω) + 4G Π/7(ω) = H(ω) + 4Gd"V'ω = H(ω) +
\d"G%'ω for any ω^A°'g(ay C) such that rf//ω=0, tfJ5Γ[ω] = [ω] for any [ω]e
Hg(a~y C). It is now obvious that if is a g~-module homomorphism.
q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let A°'g(G/Ty C) be the space of all C-valued C°°-differential forms on G/Γ of type (0, q). Take a basis {X19 •••, XH} of g+ and let
{ω1? •••, ωn} be the dual basis of (g+)*. We regard an element ωeίg"1")* as a
holomorphic 1-form on G/Γ. Then any element ω e./40'*(G/Γ, C) can be
written as ω=Σ//ω/ where ω7=6>yιΛ ~ /\ωjq,
J=(jι,

J*)(L£j\<

<j*£n)

and

+l

The operator d" \ -4°"(G/Γ, C)-*A°'* (GlΓ, C) can be written as

for ω=
Therefore the Dolbeault cohomology group #S;,9(G/Γ) can be regarded as
the Lie algebra cohomology H9(Q~, C) of g~-module C.
(2.2)

#°>,<(G/Γ)^#*(g-, C) .

Regarding C as constant functions on G, we have the inclusion map
^: C-M? of g~-modules. Now by (2.1), Theorem 1 is equivalent to assert that L
induces an isomorphism on the cohomology groups

We prove th the isomorphism a*: H9(Q-)-*H9(Q-, C) by the induction on
the dimension of G/Γ. If G is abelian, G/Γ is a complex torus and our claim
is well-known. As before, let A be the normal subgroup of G contained in
the center of G and α be the ideal in g corresponding to A. Consider the
Hochschild and Serre spectral sequences for g~-modules C and C, and a homomorphism of these spectral sequences induced by the inclusion map L: C-*C [2]

E2(c): £Γ'(β-/α-, Hs(a~y C)) - #<(g-/cr, ff'/(cr, C))
for ί, ^=0, 1, 2, -•• .
Consider also the g~ -module C7. Then we have a commutative diagram of
g "-modules

This commutative diagram induces the corresponding commutative diagram of
spectral sequences
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, H'(a~, C))

By proposition 2.1, we have an isomorphism of g~-modules $: Hs(a~, €')-*•
Hs(a-, C). Hence,
£2(ίo): #<(g-/cr, H'(a-, C')) -> ff '(β-/α-, H*(a-, 0)
is an isomorphism.
We shall show that E2(j) is an isomorphism. Since α~ is contained in the
center of g~, g~ acts trivially on £P(cr, C)=As(a~9 C). Hence,
ff'(fl-/cr, Hs(a-, C)) = #<(g-/cr, C)®Hs(a~, C) .
Since α~ acts trivially on C', H'(a,-, C') = A*(a~9 C'). Consider the action
of g- on Hs(a,C'). For an ί-cochain ω = ^fjWj^As(a~, Cr) and Xeg~,
Lχω=Σ (X/7)ω7, since α~ is contained in the center of g~. Hence, Hs(a~, Cf)
and C_f®Hs(a> C) are isomorphic as g~-modules. Hence, we have
#'(g-/cr, Hs(a-, C')) « H» (fl-/α~, C'®H'(<Γ, C))
We now regard C' as the vector space of all C- valued C °°-functions on
(G/A)/π(T).
It is easy to see that this identification is compatible with g~/d~module structure. Thus we have
tf '(g-/α-, C~((GIA)I«(Γ), C)) = »'(fl-/o-, C') .
By the assumption of the induction, we get
#<(g-/cr, C-((G/Λ)MΓ), C)) = H»(fl-/o-, C) .
Hence, we have an isomorphism
> H'(g-/α-, H'(a-, C')) .
s

Thus E2(ι): H^Q-ja-, H (a~, C)H#'(-g/α-, Hs(a~, C)) is an isomorphism.
By a theroem on spectral sequence ([13] Chapter 9, §1 Theorem 3), this implies
an existence of an isomorphism

Combining this (2.1) and (2.2), we get
HS ,?(GIT) « tf *(g-)®Λ>(g+)*.

q.e.d.
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Corollary 1 (Kodaira [9]). Let r be the dimension of the vector space of all
closed holomorphtc \-forms on a compact complex parallelίsable nilmanίfold G/Γ.
Then dim Hty(GΓΓ)=r.
Proof.

Let ω be a closed holomorphic 1-form on G/Γ. Then ω—

where (φly ••-, φΛ) is a basis of (g+)* and/ y (/=!, •••, n) are holomorphic functions on G/Γ. Since G/Γ is compact, /y are constant. Hence, ωe(g+)*.
Moreover dω=0 if and only if ω([g+, g+])=(0). Thus r=dim(g+/[g+ , g+]). Since
dim^ 1 (g-)^dim(g-/[g-,g-]) = dim(g+/[g+,g+]), we have r = dimW(G/Γ)
by Theorem 1.
q.e.d.
Let M be a compact connected complex manifold.
denote dimΛHr(M, R) (resp. dimcH§',?(M)).

Let br (resp. hpl9)

Corollary 2. If M is a compact complex parallelίsable nilmanifold G/Γ,
b2k+1 = 2(
b2k = 2(h0'

for 2k+l, 2k^n=dimcG.
Proof. By a theorem of Nomizu [10] (See [11] Corollary 7.28.), ίΓ(G/Γ, R)
^Hr(Q,R). Thus /Γ(G/Γ, C)^#"(g, C)**Hr(tf).
Since gc-g+θg- and
+
0
+
[9 > β-] = (0), ^'(g )^ί+?Σ= r £P(g )®#*(g-). Since
=A°" and dimJffr(flC)=if., A r = Σ Ae>*Ae".
EXAMPLE.

Let G be a nilpotent Lie group defined by

=

0 1
\0

0

I

Let Γ be a lattice in G, for example,
Γ = -[0

1

a2

\0

0

1

We can take a basis {Xly X2ί X3} of g+ such that
[XD X2\ = X3 ,

[Xz> X z] — [Xι> XB\ — 0

Then the dual basis {ω1? ω2> ω3} satisfies that
dω3 = — ω l / \ ω 2 ,

dωλ = dω2 = 0 .

COMPACT COMPLEX PARALLELISABLE SOLVMANIFOLDS

Now it follows easily from Theorem 1 that h0'1=h°'2=2.
corollary 2, we get
b0 = bβ = 1 , b, = b5 = 4,

Note that A li0 =3.
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By

b2 = i4 == 8 and ό3 = 10 .

3. Chern classes of holomorphic line bundles over a compact
complex parallelisable solvmanifold
Let G be a simply connected complex solvable Lie group and Γ be a lattice
of G. We assume the following condition:
(M) Ad(G) and Ad(T) have the same Zariski closure in AUΪ(QC).
Lemma 3.1. If G is non-abelian, we have Γ (Ί [G, G] Φ {e}.
Proof. Suppose that ΓΠ[G, G]= {e}. Since [Γ, Γ]cΓΠ[G, G], Γ is
abelian, so is Ad(T). Since Ad(T) and Ad(G) have the same Zariski closure,
Ad([G, G]Y = [Ad(G\ Ad(G)Y = [Ad(G)*, Ad(GY] = ί^Γ? = ^OT] =
Ad([Γ, Γ]*)={*}, where X* denotes the Zariski closure of X in Aut(Qc).
Hence, [G, G] is contained in the center Z of G. Thus G is nilpotent. Since
Γ is abelian, G is abelian [11]. This is a contradiction.
q.e.d.
Proposition 3.2. T,=Γ Π [G, G] is a lattice of [G, G].
Proof. At first note the following:
If m is an ideal of g and ρ1 (resp. p2) is the representation on mc (resp. g^m0)
induced by the adjoint representation Ad: G-^Aut(Qc)y p^G) and p^Γ)
(resp. p2(G) and p2(Γ)) have the same Zariski closure in Aut(mc) (resp. Autfo/m0)).
Now [G, G] is a simply connected nilpotent closed Lie subgroup of G and
I\ is a discrete subgroup of [G, G]. Let H be the connected closed subgroup
of [G, G] such that H/Γ1 is compact ([11] Proposition 2.5.). We claim that H
is a normal subgroup of G. Let exp: [g, g]—^[G, G] be the exponential map.
Then exp'^Γ1!)—I is a lattice in the Lie algebra ϊ) of H and 1®R=§ ([11]
Theorem 2.12). Since T1=T ΓΊ [G, G] is a normal subgroup of Γ, exp Ad(j)L
=γ(exp L)(γ~1^Γ1 for any Lel^exp-^Γj) and γeΓ. Hence, Ad(γ)lc:l and
Ad(<γ}fy=Έ) for any γ eΓ. Since Ad(G) and Ad(T) have the same Zariski closure
in Aut(Qc), Ad(G)$=§. Hence, § is an ideal in g. Thus H is a normal subgroup of G.
Since Ha [G, G] and Γ^H, H Π T=H Π [G, G] Π Γ=H Π Γ^Γ^ Thus
H/HΠT is compact and ί/ Γ is closed in G ([11] Theorem 1.13). Hence,
H TΊH is a lattice of G/H. We claim that TH/H Π [G/JΪ, G/ίί] = {e}. Let
a^ΓH/H Π [G///, G///]. Since [G/£Γ, G///]-[G, G]H/H=[G, G]///, α-γ//
=glH for some γeΓ and ^^[G, G], that is, <y—^^ for some h^H. Since
, G], <yeΞ[G, G] ΠΓ-^c/ί. Hence, a=<γH=H.
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Since Ad(G\H) and Ad(TH/H) have the same Zariski closure in
G\H is abelian by Lemma 3.1. Hence #=)[G, G]. Thus H= [G, G] and is ΓΊ
a lattice of [G, G].
q.e.d.
Since Γ Π [G, G] is a lattice of [G, G], [G, G]Γ is closed in G ([11] Theorem
1.13.) and π(Γ)=Γ[G, G]/[G, G] is a lattice of G/[G, G]. Note that G/[G, G]Γ
= (G/[G, G])/π(Γ) is a complex torus. Thus we have a holomorphic fiber
bundle (G/Γ, TT, (G/[G, G])/τr(Γ), [G, G]/[G, G] Π Γ). Let T denote the complex torus G/[G, G]Γ.
Now we denote by Al>ϊ(GlΓy R) the vector space of all real differential forms
of type (1, 1) on G/Γ. Let H^G/Γ, R) be the vector space
9 R)\dω=0}
{ω£ΞAl'\GlΓ, R)\ω=dθ, θ is a real 1-form} '

We shall characterize H1>l(G/Γ, R) in terms of the Lie algebra g of G.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that a lattice Y of G satisfies the condition (M).
Then, for any real closed form a of type (1, 1) on G/Γ, there is a unique real right
invariant closed form /3eΛ2(g*) of type (1, 1) on G such that a=β+dη on G/Γ
where η is a real ί-form on G/Γ.
Proof. According to a theorem of Mostow ([8], [11]), for a given real
closed 2-form α, there is a real right invariant closed 2-form /3eΛ 2 g* such that
(3.1)

α = β+dγ

where γ is a real 1-form on G/Γ. Let β=βQ'2+βl'l+β2'0 where β*« is the
component of β of type (p, q). Since β is a real form, β2'°=β°'2 and /31'1 is a
real form. Let γ = <γ1'° + γ°'1, γ1'0-?0'1. Taking a basis {^, -, Xn} of g+, let
{ωu •••, ωw} be its dual basis of (g+)*. We identify ωy (/=!, •••, w) as holomorphic 1 -forms on G/Γ. We then have

where /.eC°°(G/Γ, C) fory=l, — , n and

where ajk^C.
(3.2)

Since α is of type (1,1), we get
/30'2+rf/V1 = 0 and a = βltl+d"<γ™+d"γ

by comparing the type of forms of both hands.

We now have

0
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rf'V1 = a" (Σj/>y) =
= Σ ^/yω*Λω
/,* = !

7

;=

where C^ are the structure constant of Lie algebra g+ with respect to the basis
{X19 — , Xn} . By (3.2), we get the equalities
(3.3)

for

au = Xkft-Xifk-ΣfjCL

Integrating (3.3) on G/Γ, we have

(3.4)
where </£ is an invariant measure on G/Γ. Since G is unimodular, I

JG/Γ

=ί

JG/Γ

(X,Λ)^=0, and we get

Let i,eC denote I fjdgn
dg.
JG/Γ JG/Γ
/<^

(Xkft)dg

\~^ 7

/"N

Then (3.5) can be written as

^J

/3°'2 = Σ aklωkf\Wι = —Σ Σ b.C^WkAωi

k<ι y = ι

k<ι

y=ι

Put ??=Σ δy®y.

We then see that -η is of type (0, 1), β"'2=dη and β™=dη.

By (3.1), we get
α = β^+dfy+^+dγ

l>1

= β +dθ

where θ^η + η + γ is a real 1-form on G/Γ.
It remains to show the uniqueness of /31'1.
βltl = dθ, θ is a real 1-form, then βltl = 0.

It is sufficient to see that if
«
Put βl>1= Σ ajkωj/\^k and

θ = θ°'l + S0'1 where /90>1 = Σ^.ω., ^. e C°°(G/Γ, C) O'=l, -- ,w).
y =1

*,y=ι

(3.7)

^

// TΊ

^

α,Λ =

Integrating (3.7) on G/Γ, we have

-7-oΊ

"
*,y=ι

7

^

<;

'

Since
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Hence, ajk=0 for/, k=l, '•••, n and /8 lfl =0..

q.e.d.

We now determine real closed right invariant forms of type (1, 1) on G/T.
Take a basis {X19 •• ,Xn] of g+ such that {-X"r+1, •••, JfΛ} is a basis of [g+, g+J.
Let {<*>!, •••, ωM} be its dual basis of (g+)*.
Proposition 3.4. Let a be a right invariant real 2-form of type (1, 1) on G.
r
1
Then da=Q if and only if a=~ , —- Σ hjk«>j/\wk where H=(hJk)<=M(r, C)
^V — 1 j,k = ι

is a hermitian matrix, and r— dim g+/[g+, g+].
Proof. Since a is a right invariant form on G, a defines a bilinear form on
g+ X g~. Now da=0 if and only if

a([X, Y], Z ) = 0

and α([J, F], Z) = 0

+

for Jf, Y, Z eg ,

since (da)(X, Y, Z)=-a([X, Y],Z)+a([X, Z], Y)-a([Y, Z], X) for X, Y,
Zeg c and since [g+, g~]=(0). In particular, for a real form a of type (1, 1),
we get
(3.8)

da = 0 if and only if ι([X, Y])a = 0

for X9
r

Note that dωi=0 for /=!, •••, r.

1
Therefore, if a==^—j= Σ nikωi^\mk then
—
=

Conversely, put α —9 χ-=^ Σ ^ 7 * ω / Λ ω £ .
— 1 j k=ι
(X.}
Q
fory=r+l,
-••,
w
by
(3.8).
L
a==
=0.

If α is closed, then

Since (*(Xy)α)(JCΛ)=tf(Xy, Xk)=——=hjΊe and H=(hjk) is a hermitian
^v —1
matrix, we have hjk = 0 for j = r+l9 •••,n;k=l, -- ,n a n d y = l , •••,#; k =
r
1
r+1, •• ,w, so that α=^0 7 —t ^hjkω./\ω
q.e.d.
k.
J
— 1 y.*-ι
Consider a holomorphic line bundle L on G/Γ. Let C(L) denote the
Chern class of L. Then we have C(L)εΞHl'\GIΓ, R) ([15], Chapter V, n°4.).
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a simply connected complex solvable Lie group
and Γ be a lattice of G satisfying the condition (M) and such that H%',}(G/Γ)^H\Q-)
(canonίcally). Let L be a holomorphic line bundle on G/Γ. Then there is a unique
real invariant form α^Λ 2 g* of type (1, 1) in C(L), and this is a curvature form of
a connection η of type (1, 0).
Proof.

It is easy to see that there is a real closed 2-form β of type (1, 1) in
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C(L) which is a curvature form of a connection ω of type (1,0) ([15], Chapter V,
n°4).
According to Proposition 3.3, we have β = a + dfγ where is 7 a real 1-form
on G/Γ. Decompose γ = ryl 0+γ° 1 where γ1'0 (resp. γ0'1) is the component of
type (1, 0) (resp. (0, 1)) of γ. Then we have d"rγ°'1=0, since β and a are of
type (1, 1). By the assumption (2), there is a right invariant 1-form θ of type
(0, 1) such that γ° 1-0=έ/V where/eC~(G/Γ, C).
r

We can write 0 = Σ Λ yβ>y> a.^C (/==!> •••,?"), where {ω^ •••>(»„} is the
same as before, since ^(g'^Cg'/fe', g~])*
l

ί

We then have dθ=^aJdωJ=QJ
0 1

so that β=a+d'<γ° +d"Ύ * = a+d'j^+d'j ' = a+d'(θ+
d"f)+d'(θ+d"f)
=a + d'd"(f-f).
Put ψ =</'(/-/). We then have β=a+dd'(f-f)=a+dψ.
Since /3 is a curvature from ω of a connection of type (1, 0) by definition and ι|r
is of type (1, 0), a is a curvature form of a connection η=ω — ψ of type (1, 0).
q.e.d.
From now on we always assume that G and Γ satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition 3.5.
Consider a holomorphic line bundle L on G/Γ. We fix a (sufficiently fine)
simple covering {[/,-} on G/Γ and choose a connected component UiQ of p~\Ui)
for each /, />: G-^G/Γ being the canonical map; let fT,-? denote the image of Uto
under the right translation Rγ(g)=gγ for γeΓ. Then ρ-\Ui)=^UiΊ is a
γeΓ

disjoint union and /> maps each C7fγ biholomorphically to C//.
We may consider a holomorphic line bundle L on G/Γ is given by a system
of transition functions {gjk} relative to the covering {[/,-} of G/Γ. Let C(L) be
the Chern class of L and a be the unique real right invariant form of type (1,1)
in C(L). By Proposition 3.5, a is a curvature form of a connection ΎJ of
type (1,0), so that there is an element ηj^AltQ(Uj) for each j satisfying
Vk—Vj =

~
2τr

on

f ^ n C/ArΦ

and a=dη on

+

Proposition 3.6. Identify g Zo ίλe complex Lie algebra (g, /).
ά {Xιy •••, -ίΓM} o/g + ίw^rΛ ίto α TWΛ/) ι|r: g"*"-^G defined by

(exp ^Λ)
is bίholomorphίc. In particular, G is bίholomorphic to Cn.
system of coordinates (zly ••-,%„) such that, for j=l, •••,/•,
for any g, /eG, where r=dim g+/[g+, g+].

Moreover G has a
Zj(gg')=Zj(g)-\-Zj(g')
+

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the dimension n of g .
Assume that it has been proved for all dimensions <,n. Since g+ is solva-
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ble, it has an abelian ideal α+ of dimension > 0. Let A be the connected complex abelian subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is α+ A is simply connected and
G/A is a simply connected complex solvable Lie group of complex dimension
<n. Applying our proposition to G/A, we get a basis {Xf, •••, X*} of +g/α+
such that a map ψ*: Q+/a+-+G/A denned by
»=

= (exp z,Xί) - (exp zmX*)
+

is biholomorphic. Take elements Xιy •••, Xm^Q such that π*(Xi)=Xf
where
+
+
+
a
+
π* Q -*Q I& is projection. Choose also a basis {Xm+19 •-• ,-X,,} of α . Then
every element of A can be written uniquely in the form (exp zm+1Xm+1)
(exp znXn). Let g be any element of G and g*=π(g) where TT: G-+G/A is a
projection. Then we can write uniquely g* in the form (exp z^f) -(exp zmX^).
Hence, we have g=(exp s^JJQ ^exp zmXm)a (a^A) and α can be written in
the form (exp zm+lXm+ί)
(exp z^X^, which proves that g is in the form
(exp z^X^) (exp z2X2) -(exp z»Xn). Moreover zly
, zm are uniquely determined
by π(g) (and a fortiori by g); hence α is determined by£ and zm+1, - ,zn are
uniquely determined by g. Since exp is holomorphic, %. (j= 1, ••-, ^) are holomorphic functions on G and ψ: g+->G is biholomorphic.
Since we can choose a basis {X19 •• ,XU} of g+ in such a way that
{Xr+i9 —>X»} is a basis of [g+, g+] and ψ: g+->G is biholomorphic, the last
assertion follows from the Campbell-Hausdorff formula ([4] p. 170).
q.e.d.
We may asrsme that ωj=dzj for 7=!, « ,r by changing a basis of g+ if
necessary. Then by Proposition 3.4, we get
r

1
—
= 2 /^. Σ hjkdzj/\ dzk
where (Ay*) is a hermitian matrix.

4. Divisors on a compact complex parallelisable solvmanifold
Let Mand N be complex manifolds and Φ: M-^N be a surjective holomorphic map. For a divisor D on JV, Φ*(β) denotes the divisor on M defined
by Φϊl(β*ω) for all xEΞM ([15] Appendice n°7). We call this divisor Φ*(Z>)
on M the pull back of the divisor D on N. In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a simply connected complex solvable Lie group. Let
Y be a lattice of G. Assume that Γ satisfies the condition (M) and that H% ,}(G/Γ)
^H\Q~) (canonίcally). Then, for each positive divisor D on G/Γ, there exists a
positive divisor D on the complex torus T such that the divisor D is the pull back of
the divisor Don T by the projection π: G/Γ-^T, i.e., D=π*D.
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If G is nilpotent, the condition (M) is always satisfied ([11] Theorem 2.1).
Moreover, by Theorem 1 in the section 2, Hi>}(G/T)^Hl(Q-).
Thus we get:
Corollary. Let G be a simply connected complex nilpotent Lie group and
Γ be a lattice of G. Then the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds.
Let D denote a positive divisor on G/Γ. Take a representative {(£//,/*)}
of Z), where /,-: Uf-^C is a holomorphic function. Let L= {D} denote the
holomorphic line bundle corresponding to the divisor D. ([15] Chapter V, n° 6).
Let {gjk} denote the system of transition functions of L= {D} with respect to
{([/,-,/,•)} . We then ^^f.=gjkfk
on IJ . (Ί E/ΛΦφ by definition.
Let M be a complex manifold, M be the universal covering of M and
p: M-+M be the covering map. Let Π denote the fundamental group π±(M)
ofM.
A map j: ΠxM-^C* is said to be an automorphic factor if
(1) the function z^j(σ, z) is holomorphic for any σ^Π, and
(2) j(στ, z)=j(<r> τ(z))mj(τ> *) f°r any cr, reΠ and any z^M.
Let / be a holomorphic function on M which is not identically zero, /is
said to be automorphic of type j if
f(σ(z)) =j(σ, z)f(z)

for z e M and σ <Ξ Π .

Proposition 4.1. Let D be a positive divisor of G/Γ. Then D is the divisor
of a holomorphic automorphic function θ on G, for which the automorphic factor
, g): Γ X G-»C* is given by
, g) = exp 2πV^ϊ~=
where H=(hjk) is a hermitian matrix determined by the form a in the Chern class
C(L)=C({D}):

a=

—— 1 *./-ι

C(γ)eC w α constant depending only on y eΓ
Proof.

Let us define φn(g) for £ e ί7,v by

where 17,- is the component of the connection introduced before. Then φ^ is an
element of Alt0(Un)) satisfying dφίy=0. Since U^ is simply connected, there
is a holomorphic function ψ/v satisfying dψiΊ=φiΊ. Define θiΊ(g) for ^ e Z7,γ by
Mi) =MP(S))
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We then have
M*) exp 2xV=
on [7ίγn Z7y«, where CV^eC is a constant.

Put αtv> y δ =exp 2τr\/^T Ctv > y θ .
(4.1)

Applying Proposition 3.6, we get

{tf/γ.yβ} satisfies relations

0, y,yδ 0yδ,λr, = *tt,*v

on

[7<? Π t/y δ ΓΊ [7*

since
flί y.yδ = exP 2π\/ — 1 C Wt y β

By the principal of monodromy ([15], Chapter V, n°l), there is a system of
constant functions {b^} such that

since G is simply connected and {[/,-} is an open covering of G. We define a
holomorphic function θ on G by
27ΓV/

We can see easily that θ is well defined and θ is different from zero.
Note that

for ^ e C/ίo, whererf/γis a constant.

In fact, we have

d(R*ψiΊ)—dψQi = R!ϊφπ—φiQ = Q

on I7ία,

and

We now show that

and T^Γ, where C(γ) is a constant.

For ^e [7ίo, we have
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θ(gΎ) =

Since θ(g)= θiQ(g) exp 2τr\/^ϊ bίo on [7,0, and since zk(gfY) = Zfc(g)+*k(rY)
Proposition 3.6,

by

= θ(g) exp

for g^: Uio, where C^γ) is a constant.

Since θ(gγ) and

θ(g) exp a^v/^T
are holomorphic functions on G, we have

and 7^Γ. By the definition of 0, we have p*D=div(θ).
r

From now on, let e denote exp 2π\/ — I and H(gly g2)= Σ

q.e.d.

hkizk(gι)

*,/ = !

Then j(γ, g)=e(7^-7=H(g, 7)+C(7)) for g^G and 7eΓ.
V^v — 1
/
CL
SΊTΊPP
ί^Ύ/ j Ύ
nr^—ΐ ^fry/ j, g)j
o\ ΐ fry
ofy/ ι/>
\ Λ5VP
crpt
kjiiiv^cy^
/ 2 , ^y—jf
\ 129 5
v*^ &

In particular, C(e)^Z and
-I

y)

for

Lemma 4.2. C(γ)eΛ/or τe[Γ, Γ].
Proof. Since [Γ, Γ]c[G, G], H(g, 7)=0 for 7^[Γ, Γ] and g<=G. It is
1
1
enough to show that C(j)^R for 7=7ι727Γ 72 , 7ι, 72^Γ. In this case,
..-ix ,

1
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q.e.d.
Proposition 4.3. [Γ, Γ] is a lattice of [G, G] and [Γ, Γ] is a subgroup of
finite index ofTΓ\ [G, G].
Proof. It follows from Porposition 3.2 that Γ[G, G]/[G, G] is a lattice of
G/[G, G]. Since G/[G, G] is a vector group of dimension 2r=dimΛg/[g, g],
Γ[G, G]/[G,G]=Γ/Γ Π [G, G] is a free abelian group of rank 2r. On the other
hand, since G is simply connected, π1(G/Γ)=T and is Γ finitely generated. It
follow that H^G/T, Z)^Γ/[Γ, Γ]. Since dim/P(G/Γ, fy^dimH^Q, R) =
dim* g/[g, g] = 2r by a theorem of Mostow (cf. [8], [11] Corollary 7.29.),
Γ/[Γ, Γ] is then direct sum of a free abelian group of rank 2r and a finite group.
The group (ΓίΊ[G, G])/[Γ, Γ] is finite, because Γ/ΓΠ[G, G]«(Γ/[Γ, Γ])/(ΓΠ
[G, G]/[Γ, Γ]) is a free abelian group of rank 2r. Since [G, G]/Γ Π [G, G] is
compact by Proposition 3.2, [G, G]/[Γ, Γ] is compact
q.e.d.
Proposition 4.4. C(γ) <Ξ Z for <y <Ξ [Γ, Γ] .
Proof. Let θ be a holomorphic automorphic function on G of type j (γ, g).
We then have
= θ(g)e(C(Ύl))

forg^G and ^[Γ, Γ] .

Since θ is not identically zero, there is a point g0^G such that
Define a holomorphic function F: [G, G]-^C by F(g1) = θ(gQgl).
Then
F is different from zero and satisfies F(g1γ1)=θ(gQglfγ1) = θ(g0g1)e(C(fγ1)) =
^ιMCC/0) for^e[G, G] and ^[Γ, Γ] and F(*)ΦO.
Let /: [G, G]->Λ denote C°°-function |jP(^)|. Then f(glΎl)=f(gί)
for
γ^lT, Γ] since QγO^Λ by Lemma 4.2.
We also denote by /the function on [G, G]/[Γ, Γ] induced by/: [G, G]->Λ.
Since [Γ, Γ] is a lattice of [G, G], [G, G]/[Γ, Γ] is a compact complex manifold.
Hence,/: [G, G]/[Γ, Γ]-+R is bounded:
for some constant r>0.
Since [G, G] is biholomorphic onto COT, a holomorphic bounded function
.F: [G, G]->C is constant. Since F(71)=F(e)e(C(Ύί))> C(<y^Z.
q.e.d.
Let ^(ft, g2)==(H(gl, g,)-H(glt gj).
19

r12)
)

_

O

/

i

We then get

r

(mod 1).
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We have then

(mod 1) for 7, δeΓ .

Let ρ(7) be the imaginary part of ^(7). We see that p(7δ) = p(7) + p(δ) for
7, δeΓ, that is, p: Γ-+R is a homomorphism. It is clear that Ker ρZ>[Γ, Γ].
Moreover we have Ker plDΓΠ [G, G], since [Γ, Γ] is a subgroup of finite index
of Γ Π [G, G]. Hence p induces a homomorphism p: Γ/Γ Π [G, G]->R.
Since τr(Γ) = Γ [G, G]/[G, G] «Γ/ΓΠ [G, G] and τr(Γ) is a lattice of
G/[G, G], p can be extended to a homomorphism from G/[G, G] to Ry so that
p : T-^R can be extended to a homomorphism p : G-+R.
Consider now the biholomorphic map Φ: G-+C" given by Φ(£)=(#ι(£)> ••• >
*„(£)). Let */£)=*/£)+ y'^ΪJ'yte) for = 1, -, r. Note that Φ: G-+C"
induces a map from G/[G, G] onto Cr given by τr(g)-^(zl(g)9 •• ,Zr(g))
We
can write p: G-*R as

, where α y , bj^R,j=l, " yr.
Define/: G-^Cby

We have Im l(g)=p(g) and ^(7)— l(γ)^R for
Note that /: G—>C is a holomorphic homomorphism.
Since we can regard A(gι,g2) as an alternating form on a vector group
G/[G, G] such that A(gly g2) takes integers on the lattice τr(Γ), there is a
Λ-bilinear form B which is Z-valued on the lattice τr(Γ) and A(gιy g2) =
» g )-B(g» ft) ([15] Chapter VI, n°2).

Define %: Γ-^{«eC I |*| = 1} by
)-l(7)-±-B( γ, 7)) .
% is a character of Γ, since A(Ύιy γ 2 )eZ for γ1; τ 2 eΓ. Put
Ψί X) = X(Ύ)e(^B(Ύ, 7))

We get

for

for <yeΓ .
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Since l(g)' G—>C is a holomorphic map which satisfies l(gΎ)=l(g)-}Ί(Ύ)
and r yeΓ,y(γ, g) is equivalent to the automorphic factor

We need the following proposition to show that ψ | Γ IΊ [G, G]=id.
Proposition 4.5. Let θ be a holomorphic automorphic function on G of type

Then the hermitian form H=(hjk) is non-negative. Moreover Θ(g g0)=θ(g) for
satisfies H(g0,g0)=Q.
Proof.

Let/: G-*R denote the function defined by
= 1 0(g) I *e (^=H(g, g)) = I θ(g) \ 2 exp (-πH(g, g)) .

We have/(^γ)=/(^) for γ<ΞΓ, so that /induces a function F: G/T^R. Since
G/Γ is compact, there is a constant £>0 such that O^F(p(g))^c for
Therefore we get
f(g) = I θ(g)\* exp (-^(^, g))£c

for

Thus we have
\θ(g)\*£cexpπH(g,g)

for

Suppose that H(g19 gj < 0 for some gί e G. Define g(τ) e G (T e £7) by

Then we have £(0)—£ and

Putp=H(g(τ),g(τ)).
P= Σ h
= T

Σ Ay*»y(ft)2*(Λ)+2 Re (τH(gu g))+H(g, g)

For any £>0, there is R>0 such that πρ^log£ for every T satisfying
Fix ^, g^Gy and we have
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Therefore θ(g(τ)) is a bounded holomorphic function on C. Hence θ(g(τ))
is constant with respect to r^C. Tending £-»0, we get | θ(g(r)) \ 2= 0. In
particular,

Hence 0^0 on G, since g can be any element of G. This is a contradiction.
Therefore H=(hjk) is a non-negative hermitian form.
Take an element g0^G satisfying H(g0, g0)=0. Then we have H(g,g0)=Q
for any g e G since H(g, g)^0 for any g^G. Put

for r e C. Then we have
θ )) I ' ^> exp τH(g.g0(τ), g Λ
- o exp *(#(£, £)+2 Re r^, ^0)+ | r |
= c

expπH(g,g).

This shows that ^(^ '^(ί1") is a bounded holomorphic function with respect to
reC. Hence Θ(g g0(τ)) is constant with respect to reC. In particular,
Take an element g1^G satisfying θ(gτ) Φ 0. Since H(g0, g0)=0 for g0 e [G, G],
Θ(gg0)=θ(g) for ^eG. In particular, θ(g j)=θ(g) for 7eΓΠ[G, G]. Put
g^iΎ-1. ThtnO^Θ(gl)=θ(g>7)=θ(g).
Since

)— 1, for τeΓΠ[G, G]. Note that B(g, g)=Q for £<=[G, G].
X: Γ->{^eC| |*|=1} satisfies that

Hence,

%|ΓΠ[G, G] = l .
Since τr(Γ)^Γ/m [G, G], % induces a character

Let Θ: G/[G, G]->C denote the holomorphic function on G/[G, G] induced
by Θ: G->C and /: τr(Γ)xG/[G, G]^C* the automorphic factor induced by
j: ΓXG->C*.
Denote JD the divisor on (G/[G, G])/τr(Γ) denfied by the holomorphic automorphic function θ on G/[G, G]. We then get D=π*D. Therefore we have
proved Theorem 2.
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Let D be a divisor on G/Γ. Then there exist positive divisors Z)+, Z)" on
G/Γsuch that D+ and D~ are relatively prime and D=D+—D~ ([15], Appendix
n°6). By Theorem 2, there are holomorphic theta functions θ^ Θ2 on the
complex torus T such that D+=π*(άiv θ,) and Z)-=τr*(div Θ2).
Since π: G/Γ-+T is onto holomorphic,
D = D+—D- = τr*(div Θ1)-πr*(div Θ2)

H

Note that —* is a memorphic theta function on the complex torus T.
Θ2
It is easy to see that if the divisor D=0 the corresponding automorphic
function θ is trivial.
Take a meromorphic function -ψ on G/Γ. Let D = div(ι/r). Since
Z)=τr*div(— Λ, we get that ψ.=®^?. Since ψ(gγ)=ψ(γ) forg<=G are
\Θ2'
Θ2oτr
iQ^gvj^, ι°?HgJ hence —^ is a meromorphic function on T. Thus we get
Θ2oτr(£<y) Θ2oπ(g)
Θ2
that if -ψ is a meromorphic function on G/Γ, there is a meromorphic function
ψ on the torus T such that ψ=τr*\/r.
Let K(G/T) (resp. K(T)) denote the field of all meromorphic functions on
G/Γ (resp. on T).
We now get the following corollary of Theorem 2.
Corollary Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, there is a canonical isomorphism 7Γ*: K(T)-*K(GIT).
In particular, the transcendence degree of K(GIΓ) over
C is not more than the complex dimention of complex torus T.

5. Remarks and examples of compact complex parallelisable
nilmanifolds
Proposition 5.1. Let M be a compact complex parallelisable manifold of
complex dimension 2. Then M is a complex torus.
Proof. By a theorem of Wang [14], M=GJT where G is a simply connected complex Lie group of dimension 2 and Γ is a lattice of G. Let {X19 X2\
be a basis of g+ and {ωx, 6>2} be the dual basis of (g+)*. We may consider
ωly ωz as holomorphic 1-forms on G/Γ. Since G/Γ is 2 dimensional, ω^ ω2 are
J-closed; dω1=dω2=0. Thus [Xιy X2]=0. Hence, G is abelian and G/Γ is a
complex torus.
q.e.d.
Now we shall give some examples of compact complex parallelisable nilmanifolds.

COMPACT COMPLEX PARALLELISABLE SOLVMANIFOLDS
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(1) Let G be a simply connected complex nilpotent Lie group defined by
12

1Λ

!.*

\

\

o ' Λ

1

/

and Γ be a lattice of G defined by

|V1 ««;
1

r=
(\

β,
'••

«2»

••. ••.

o ' 1

Then G/Γ is a compact complex parallelisable nilmanifold. In this case, we
see that the transcendence degree of K(G/T) over C is n—1.
(2) Let G be a simply connected complex nilpotent Lie group defined by
z

ι

1

z

z

z

n-ι

0

0

1
G =l

1 0

j = 1.2,

y,

0
1

for n^2, and Γ be a lattice of G defined by
//I

βl

<z2

1

0

i '•-.

Γ ='

1

0
\v

0

0

bz

1

*t
1

/

/
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Then G/Γ is a compact complex parallelisable nilmanifold. In this case, we
see that the transcendence degree of K(G/T) over C is 2(n— 1).
OSAKA UNIVERSITY
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